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Writer’s-cramp saver

!! I talk fast.I talk fast.

!! TheThe  PowerPoint will (soon) be availablePowerPoint will (soon) be available

!! Go toGo to  http://www.edc.org/CMEhttp://www.edc.org/CME and click and click

on on CME ShowcaseCME Showcase



What is geometry?

!! As a mathematical discipline:As a mathematical discipline:
      Seeing, describing, measuring, andSeeing, describing, measuring, and
      reasoning logically about shape and spacereasoning logically about shape and space

!! AsAs  seen in state tests and in texts seen in state tests and in texts beforebefore HS: HS:
      oodles of wordsoodles of words  for objects and featuresfor objects and features
     about which one has little or nothing to about which one has little or nothing to
     say; arbitrary formulas for measurement. say; arbitrary formulas for measurement.

!! As seen in state tests and in textsAs seen in state tests and in texts  inin HS: HS:
      oodles of theorems about which one hasoodles of theorems about which one has
      little to say; arbitrary forms for proof.little to say; arbitrary forms for proof.



How do we satisfy tests and math?

!! Same contentSame content, arranged to tell a better story, arranged to tell a better story

!! Math is not just the Math is not just the resultsresults of mathematical of mathematical

thinking, but the thinking, but the waysways of thinking that of thinking that

produce these results: produce these results: ““habits ofhabits of  mindmind””



Mathematical “habits of mind”?

!! Looking forLooking for  what what doesndoesn’’tt change: invariants change: invariants

!! Reasoning by continuityReasoning by continuity

!! Looking for connectionsLooking for connections

!! ……



!! Numerical invariantsNumerical invariants

!! Geometric invariants:Geometric invariants:  exampleexample  (quadrilateral with midpoints)(quadrilateral with midpoints)

x   y

3   6

8 16

5.5 11

Invariants



Mathematical “habits of mind”?

!! Looking forLooking for  what what doesndoesn’’tt change: invariants change: invariants

!! Reasoning by continuity: Reasoning by continuity: exampleexample  (triangle conjecture)(triangle conjecture)

!! Looking for connectionsLooking for connections



How do we satisfy tests and math?

!! Same contentSame content, arranged to tell a better story, arranged to tell a better story

!! Math is not just the Math is not just the resultsresults of mathematical of mathematical
thinking, but the thinking, but the waysways of thinking that of thinking that
produce these results: produce these results: ““habits ofhabits of  mindmind””

!! Proof: less about Proof: less about formform of a logical argument, of a logical argument,
more about more about contentcontent;;
less about how to less about how to presentpresent the the  argument, moreargument, more
about about how to find ithow to find it..



Mathematical “habits of mind”?

!! Looking forLooking for  what what doesndoesn’’tt change: invariants change: invariants

!! Reasoning by continuityReasoning by continuity

!! Looking for connections:Looking for connections:

This is what proof is all about.This is what proof is all about.



Measuring in 2-D—What is area?

!! Um, well,Um, well,  uhuh……..

!! But whatever itBut whatever it  is, if two figures are is, if two figures are ““thethe

samesame”” they have the same area. they have the same area.

!! And And soso, if we cut and rearrange the parts,, if we cut and rearrange the parts,

area doesnarea doesn’’t change.t change.

!! ThatThat’’s what we s what we meanmean by area: the by area: the  invariantinvariant

under dissection. (Hilbert)under dissection. (Hilbert)



Area = 4 ! 7

Area is amount of (2-D) “stuff”

{4 {3 {2
{1

{
7

Area = 3 ! 7Area = 2 ! 7Area = 1 ! 7

If       is the unit of “stuff,”

then,

Area = 1



Inventing area formulas
!! Area of rectangle = base Area of rectangle = base ! heightheight

!! SoSo……

Area of parallelogram = base Area of parallelogram = base ! heightheight



What is the area of the blue triangle?

!! Area of whole rectangleArea of whole rectangle = =              44  !  77

!! Area of left-side rectangleArea of left-side rectangle = =        4 4 ! 3 3

!! Area of right-side rectangleArea of right-side rectangle = 4  = 4 ! 4 4

!! Area of left-side triangleArea of left-side triangle  ==        1/2 of 4 1/2 of 4 ! 3 3

!! Area of right-side triangleArea of right-side triangle  = 1/2 of 4= 1/2 of 4  !  44

!! Area of whole triangleArea of whole triangle = =              1/2 of 4 1/2 of 4 ! 7 7
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Inventing area formulas
!! TwoTwo  congruentcongruent triangles form a parallelogram triangles form a parallelogram

!! Area of parallelogram = base Area of parallelogram = base ! heightheight

!! SoSo……

Area of triangle = Area of triangle = 1/21/2 base  base ! heightheight
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Inventing area formulas
!! Slice parallel to base at half the heightSlice parallel to base at half the height

!! Fit the top triangle to the bottom trapezoidFit the top triangle to the bottom trapezoid

!! SoSo……

Area of triangle = Area of triangle = base base ! 1/2 heightheightY
et
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Inventing area formulas
!! Inventing a method forInventing a method for  dissectingdissecting  trapezoidstrapezoids

!! A(A(parallelogramparallelogram))  = = [[((basebase11 + base + base22))  ! heightheight]]

!! A(A(trapezoidtrapezoid))  = 1/2 = 1/2 [[((basebase11 + base + base22))  ! heightheight]]

!! A(A(trapezoidtrapezoid))  = = ((basebase11 + base + base22))  ! 1/2 1/2 heightheight
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But do the pictures work?!

!! How can we prove that the parts fit right?How can we prove that the parts fit right?
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Mathematical “habits of mind”?

!! Looking forLooking for  what what doesndoesn’’tt change: invariants change: invariants

!! Reasoning by continuityReasoning by continuity

!! Looking for connections:Looking for connections:

The The ““burning tentburning tent”” problem. problem.



Connecting geometry to…

!! Functions, conic sections, optimization:Functions, conic sections, optimization:

The burning tent problemThe burning tent problem



Why a new math series?

!! Innovative teaching; familiar structure Innovative teaching; familiar structure InvernessInverness

!! Disciplinary focusDisciplinary focus

!! Mathematicians & teachersMathematicians & teachers

!! Classroom-effective methodsClassroom-effective methods

!! Mathematics at the center;Mathematics at the center;

students bringing math into their worldstudents bringing math into their world  ApplicationsApplications

!! High expectations for students;High expectations for students;

total respect for teachers total respect for teachers Teaching is hard enough!Teaching is hard enough!

!! No special-purpose clutter; solid methodsNo special-purpose clutter; solid methods



Thank you!

!! E. Paul GoldenbergE. Paul Goldenberg

!! http://www2.http://www2.edcedc.org/CME.org/CME


